Latest information Holland Cup 2019 - Heerde
Participant information
Attached is the starting list for the Holland Cup 2019
Check if all data and information about your registration are correct.
Name
Last name
Category
Team
Distances
If changes are needed, you can mail to: info@skeelerhuus.nl

Start numbers
Come on time to pick up your starting numbers. When collecting the numbers you
sign for the distances you drive. Numbers can be collected on Wednesday 1 May
between 12.30 and 20.30 in the clubhouse. On Friday morning from 9.15 am at the
jury car. At noon the drawing lists of the cadets sprint will be taken off the table,
followed by the other categories. So be on time !!
At the end of the tournament, hand in the transponder at the blue tent (at the
clubhouse entrance). Here you will receive the deposit back.
Transponders (Chip)
During the Holland Cup there will be skated with Mylaps transponders. All
participants skate with an organization transponder. A deposit of 20 euros must be
paid for this transponder. Which one will get back at the end
of the competitions when handing in the transponder at the
blue tent that will be at the clubhouse.
Pay with appropriate money. ID cards are not accepted!
Parking
Parking is possible in the meadow opposite the main entrance, follow the instructions
of the traffic controllers to get the best possible traffic.
Meals
Meals can be obtained in the tent from caterer Vosmeijer Catering.
They take the wishes of the athlete into account as much as possible.
The price per meal is € 9,25.
Start times
The latest competition schedule can be found on www.skeelerhuus.nl, and during the
competition days it will be communicated as much as possible via the Publication
signs.
We have an overcrowded program where it is important that we can continue with the
competitions. Therefore, keep an eye on the schedule, the times stated are target
times. Where possible we will try to catch up with the program to be ready on time on

the days. So make sure you are on time for your distance.
Also follow us on facebook. This will be used on 3,4 and 5 May for,
among other things, starting lists, results and other information.
@Hollandcup Heerde.
Area of Call
Make sure you are in the area or call on time. Not on time means DQ.
Transponders and numbers
Carrying a transponder is mandatory, transponder forgotten DQ. The supplied back
numbers must be fully visible, so they must not be folded. Here too, the incorrect
wearing of the numbers will result in DQ.
Award ceremony
A well-filled prize pool is available for the Holland Cup. The prize winners are
expected to collect their own prize. If they do not, the prize will not be paid. SO Pick
up prices yourself.
Clubhouse
The clubhouse is only available for organization, guests, volunteers and press during
the event. Everyone can go to the catering tent for catering.
Press
Only "Press" who has registered via info@skeelerhuus.nl will be able to use the
press facilities in the clubhouse.
Marathon Heerde and Steenwijk on May 1 and 2
On the Thursday 2 May prior to the Holland Cup, the Marathon Heerde will be held in
the center of Heerde. To participate, you can register via www.skeelerhuus.nl,
participation costs 10 euros for seniors and 5 euros for the other categories. Good
prizes can be won.
There is also the possibility of starting for the Seniors on 1 May at the Klim van
Steenwijk, a marathon in Steenwijk. An extra (large) prize money is available for a
classification of both matches. You can register for the Klim van Steenwijk via
www.schaatsen.nl

